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Enhanced clarity  
with Siveillance Video
 
For intelligent video management.

Highlights

• Intuitive operation for
increased operator pro
ductivity

• High system redundancy
and availability to maximize
uptime and security of
people and assets

• Flexible and scalable system
providing lower total cost
of ownership

• Increased operator
productivity

• Intuitive operation
• Efficient management

of video data

• Lower total cost
of ownership

• Flexible and scalable
system

• Costeffective upgrade
and modernization

• Ensured security of
people and assets

• Compliance with local
regulations

• Enhanced information
• High system redundancy

and availability
• Safe handling of

supporting evidence

Intelligent video management 
with Siveillance Video

The Siveillance Video versions feature full 
flexibility and scalability to fulfill your video 
management requirements. Depending on 
the version, Siveillance Video can handle an 
unlimited number of cameras, servers and 
users across multiple sites.

Increased efficiency
Supported by quick installation and seam
less updates, intuitive operations promote 
optimum operator productivity. By making 
use of three unique viewing clients – video 
client, web viewing and mobile client – the 
system provides access to live and recorded 
video for different personnel responsibilities. 
This flexibility results in a more proficient 
management of video data and allows you 
to stay informed, wherever you are.

Investment protection
With Siveillance Video, we go beyond meet
ing basic video management requirements 
and focus on achieving maximum return on 
investment through superior technology. 
The system can be connected with other 
portfolio elements such as intelligent video 
analytics, plugin, Physical Security Informa
tion Management (PSIM) with Siveillance 
Control™ or the command and control 

solution Siveillance Control Pro™. Further
more, Siveillance Video can be embedded  
in the integrated building management 
solution with Desigo CC™.

System components such as Siveillance 
Video Interconnect or Siveillance Video 
Federated Architecture provide a costeffi
cient and flexible way to establish central 
surveillance operations across geographi
cally dispersed sites.

Improved security
Siveillance Video ensures not only the secu
rity of people, but also of assets. With 
advanced addons, such as the Siveillance 
Video monitoring wall, we can provide an 
unparalleled situational overview for large 
surveillance centers, thus helping to im
prove response times and ultimately result
ing in enhanced security.

The system also supports compliance with 
local regulations, allowing the operator to 
focus on core tasks. The proper safeguard
ing and handling of evidence enhance 
information security. At the same time, 
high system redundancy and availability 
maximize uptime.

Improve security

Increase efficiency
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Article no. BT_1117_EN (Status 04/2019)
Siemens provides a portfolio of products, solutions, systems and services that 
includes security functions that support the secure operation of plants, systems, 
machines and networks. In the field of Building Technologies, this includes building 
automation and control, fire safety, security management as well as physical security 
systems. In order to protect plants, systems, machines and networks against cyber 
threats, it is necessary to implement – and continuously maintain – a holistic,  
stateoftheart security concept. Siemens’ portfolio only forms one element of  
such a concept.

You are responsible for preventing unauthorized access to your plants, systems, 
machines and networks which should only be connected to an enterprise network 
or the internet if and to the extent such a connection is necessary and only when 
appropriate security measures (e.g. firewalls and/or network segmentation) are in 
place. Additionally, Siemens’ guidance on appropriate security measures should be 
taken into account. For additional information, please contact your Siemens sales 
representative or visit https://www.siemens.com/global/en/home/company/topic
areas/futureofmanufacturing/industrialsecurity.html.

Siemens’ portfolio undergoes continuous development to make it more secure.  
Siemens strongly recommends that updates are applied as soon as they are available 
and that the latest versions are used. Use of versions that are no longer supported, 
and failure to apply the latest updates may increase your exposure to cyber threats. 
Siemens strongly recommends to comply with security advisories on the latest 
 security threats, patches and other related measures, published, among others, 
under http://www.siemens.com/cert/en/certsecurityadvisories.htm.



Intelligent IP video  
management tailored 
to your needs

Increasing security breaches and the intensity of threats, 
combined with more stringent regulations and an ever
increasing amount of video data to be managed, are 
just some of the challenges that today’s video manage
ment systems need to provide an answer to.

Siveillance Video Core
A powerful solution for small to medium deployments including 
more than 100 features and functions
The Siveillance Video Core system is de
signed for small to midsized installations 
that need robust singleserver surveillance 
software with the full functionality of ad
vanced management, flexible scheduling, 
fast searching and analysis. The system 
supports up to 48 cameras simultaneously 
with a wide variety of network video and 
computer hardware equipment.

• For companies with simple requirements
to live Surveillance

• Easy integration into existing processes
such as linking access control with live
video feeds

• Ideal for moderate security requirements
e.g. in small shops, car parks or office
buildings

Siveillance Video Pro
High performance for high security
With its centralized management of re
cording servers, users, storage units and 
devices, Siveillance Video Pro is designed  
for largescale and highsecurity deploy
ments with unlimited cameras and servers. 
Its centralized management interface  
enables efficient administration of the 
system, including all cameras and security 
devices, regardless of the system’s size or 
geographical distribution across multiple 
sites.

• Ensures that video recording is never
interrupted using failsafe recording
servers and redundant management
servers

• Provides multistage video storage,
including video grooming possibilities,
for efficient longterm storage, without
interfering with active video

• Secures availability of video for investiga
tions via evidence lock, overriding normal
video retention and grooming policies

• Enables encryption of sensitive data

Highlights

• Easily extendable as
business needs change

• Consolidated overview
over multiple locations
for increased situational
awareness

• Predefined policies and
procedures in response to
events

• Multistage video storage
including video grooming

Siveillance Video Core Plus
Extendable surveillance for small to mediumsize installations
Best suited for small and mediumsize instal
lations, Siveillance Video Core Plus provides 
a complete visual overview of an unlimited 
number of network cameras. Using scheduled 
and eventdriven rules, a single interface 
allows users to easily automate security 
actions and control external systems, reduc
ing the amount of manual tasks required.

• Increases operator productivity via
a consolidated overview of security
installations

• Ensures intuitive operation through
the Alarm Manager’s clear overview
and appropriate actions

• Easily extendable as business needs
change and grow

Siveillance Video Advanced
Powerful control for advanced surveillance
Siveillance Video Advanced has a powerful 
central management interface, allowing 
large systems with multiple recording 
servers to be efficiently managed as one 
uniform system.

With multilayered maps and the addon 
option of the Siveillance Video monitoring 
wall, the software provides a consolidated 
view over multiple locations. Ideal for 
operators who want sophisticated live 
monitoring, Siveillance Video Advanced 
facilitates efficient alarm handling and the 
ability to bookmark suspicious incidents for 
forensic postincident review.

• Centrally manages and controls all
connected cameras, devices, storage
and users via a single user interface

• Automates multiple aspects of the
systembased predetermined policies
and procedures in response to events,
minimizing the need for manual control

• Operates with high redundancy for
increased availability, including edge
storage in the event of a network or
server failure

• Allows you to efficiently manage video
data by utilizing markers and descriptive
notes for the quick sorting and archiving
of video data

The advanced video management system Siveillance™ Video from 
Siemens allows efficient visual verification of events. Its modular 
structure and scalability make it easy for any organization to adapt 
to changing needs. The emphasis on openness enables Siveillance 
Video users to perform any necessary upgrades and modernizations 
in a costeffective manner. To address the specific requirements  
of small and mediumsize businesses up to complex deployments, 
Siveillance Video is available in four versions: Core, Core Plus,  
Advanced and Pro.


